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Eduserver presents World Book and Copyright Day

The Eduserver dossier on the World Book and Copyright Day offers readers comprehensive information on the event. Worldwide, publishers, libraries, schools and reading enthusiasts commemorate the UNESCO World Day of Books on April 23. The dossier compiled by the German Education Server (Eduserver) editors offers many relevant online resources, including the German and the international World Day websites and the German library portal. Further information resources address copyright legislation in Germany and suggestions for accessing German literature on the web. The German Education Server is a joint-venture service provided by the federal government of Germany and the federal states (Länder). Its coordinating office is located at the German Institute for International Educational Research (DIPF).

Owing to its international significance, the German Education Server delivers this complete dossier in English. Furthermore, the DIPF offers two other thematically focused online services under the umbrella of the German Education Server. The portal Lesen in Deutschland (Reading in Germany) collects and documents information on promoting reading in Germany: it prepares them for the relevant target groups and offers support. The bilingual portal Reading Worldwide fosters reading promotion across borders, presenting institutions and their reading promotion projects. On behalf of the German Ministry of Education and Research, Reading Worldwide is maintained by the coordinating office of the German Education Server. Hereby, the DIPF cooperates with Stiftung Lesen. The portal is supported by the Goethe Institutes.
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The DIPF is one of currently 86 research and research-service institutes as well as four associated members of the Leibniz Association. The Leibniz Institutes address the scope of natural, engineering and world sciences as well as economic, social and space sciences and human science. Leibniz Institutes operate strategically and thematically on questions relevant to society as a whole. Therefore, institutes belonging to the Leibniz Association are jointly funded by the federal government and the states. For further information, see: www.leibniz-gemeinschaft.de.